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It's a Mad, Mad, Mad World 
Secrets from the Third 'Golden' Level of the Brokerage Business 
There is a secret to making money in the wine business - and I am not referring to the small 
fortune from a big fortune joke. This is a legitimate secret. It is found on the third level of our 
business. One of the strange things about this secret, as we shall see, is that even when you 
share it, it tends to stay a secret. Let's step down level by level and take a look.  
  
The first or 'bronze' level of our business has few secrets but it is entertaining. It is like that old 
movie, It's a Mad, Mad, Mad World, which depicted a madcap cross country car race. Our job here 
is to get grapes and wines in bulk bought and sold efficiently. We track the relevant information, 
present offers, negotiate deals, document sales, and solve problems. And yes, we also race bulk 
wine samples around the countryside in the company Ferrari. We have built a team that reacts fast 
but which also pays careful attention to details. Our performance has won market share steadily 
year after year for many years. 
 
The second 'silver' level of our business requires a deeper involvement with our clients.This level has to do with advice that allows 
clients to make good use of current trends. It has a big impact on the bottom line but many companies are oblivious to the opportunities 
they routinely miss. Here is one positive example from the many uses of the market savvy we provide. Recently a client was 
considering selling some 2010 Cabernet Sauvignon in bulk. The marketing department wanted to wait until August to make a final 
decision but we pointed out that August is too late for most buyers to blend, finish and bottle the wine before harvest. The management 
team agreed to move up the decision to the first week of June, when the market would probably be red hot with buyers trying to 
complete blends. As it turned out, we figure that they made at least $250,000 more by selling in June than they would have received for 
the same wine in August. This gain is “hidden” in the sense that there is no line on their financial reports that designates gain due to 
market savvy. Nor is there a line that would identify a loss due a lack of market savvy. The gains - and the losses - are nevertheless 
very real. They fall directly to the bottom line. Smart players avoid losses and achieve gains by using the short term market information 
we regularly provide them. In return, they use us to execute their supply strategy.  
  
Finally we come to the third or ‘gold’ level. The secret here stays secret, even when it’s shared. It can be worth millions, tens of millions 
and even hundreds of millions of dollars but it stays secret for three reasons: 

• Most lenders, investors and accountants are completely unaware of it. 

• From the outside, it appears boring. 

• It requires the ability to organize around 12 to 14 year cycles. 

Here, then, is this boring but golden secret that remains a secret even when it is revealed: inventory management is the heart of the 
wine business. Immediately, of course, there is a cacophony of objections. Some will claim that great vineyards and inspired 
winemaking are the heart of the wine business. Others assert that innovative marketing is the heart of the wine business. Still others 
may identify control of distribution as a decisive factor. Vineyards, winemaking, marketing and distribution are all critical in the wine 
business. Companies with mediocre vineyards, winemaking, marketing and distribution, however, but which have great inventory 
management, have made money year after year, in shortage and excess. Companies with great vineyards, winemaking, marketing and 
distribution, but not a clue about inventory management, have had good times (usually during shortage) and bad times (usually during 
excess). On average, they have struggled to eke out a decent return on their investment. 
  
How could this be? Well, the wine business has always tended to boom and bust cycles. In times of shortage, marketers are forced to 
moderate demand by raising prices and allocating supply. Growers and wineries plant vineyards like crazy. When all the new 
production eventually comes on line, supply gets ahead of demand. Marketers are forced to drop prices to blow out excess inventories. 
Margins plummet. Planting slowly grinds to a stop. Demand finally gets ahead of supply and the cycle repeats. The exact timing of this 
pattern is influenced by many factors, including sales trends for different categories, currency fluctuations, crop size, and time from 
planting to full production for different varieties in different areas of the world. Nevertheless, the general pattern can usually be 
deciphered from the information available about planting, global and domestic bulk wine inventories, pricing trends, and etc. The real 
problem is the challenge of organizing around 12 to 14 year cycles.      
  
Yet it is a challenge worth tackling. Those companies that arrange to have minimal supplies during times of excess, and ample supplies 
during times of shortage, will consistently capture market share and margin from those who do not. That statement is so important it 
bears repeating. Those few companies that have the foresight to arrange for lean inventories when the market is overflowing and to 
have abundant inventories when the market is short, will eat the lunch, and often the breakfast and dinner, of those companies who 
cannot focus beyond the short term trends.  Probably only 5% of the growers and wineries in the state have the ability to deal with this 



kind of long-term analysis. This 5% will make 95% of the long-term profits. No matter how great the marketing department, marketers 
will not be able to make a profit if the company is locked into an excess supply of high cost product in saturated wholesale and retail 
markets. Also, even brilliant marketers with strong demand cannot grow a hot brand if they cannot find the supply they need at a price 
and quality level that works. Boring, old inventory management is the golden key to long-term wine business success. That’s the open 
secret from the third level of our business. Let us know if we can help your company to use this open secret to avoid painful losses, and 
to achieve big gains, for your bottom line. We’re here to help at all levels of the mad, mad, mad world of wine. 

  
 -Bill Turrentine   

Grape Market Update 
Interior 
The harvest is almost complete in the Interior with the remaining tons of Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot and a little 
Zinfandel still being picked in the north. At the end of last week, there were a few excess tons of white grapes being 
harvested and delivered for concentrate due to the short Thompson Seedless crop and the strong demand for white 
concentrate. 
  
Some final observations on this year's harvest include slightly above average yields from Madera north and 
average yields from Madera south. The Southern Interior experienced more detrimental effects to berry size from 
the extended heat than the Northern Interior. Due to the larger crop on Zinfandel, there were some disease issues 

on a few fields, but, if growers were on top of their farming, they were minimized. Younger Cabernet Sauvignon fields yielded better 
than older vines. Although there were fields that yielded in excess of projection from good cluster sizing, the market was considerably 
different from 2005 and 2009, because all of the grapes were able to find homes and few growers discussed custom crushing. 
  

Central Coast  
Harvesters, whether mechanical or man-powered, have been working overtime in the Central Coast. They are close to completion and, 
as of last week, were finally really bringing in a good amount of Paso Robles Cabernet Sauvignon. Monterey County Chardonnay and 
Pinot Noir were close to completion as well. Some overall trends were similar to the Interior. Paso Robles was more affected by the 
heat than Santa Barbara County or Monterey County. As a result, yields on Cabernet Sauvignon in Paso Robles were coming in at or 
below expectation as opposed to Santa Barbara County and Monterey County Pinot Noir and Chardonnay coming in at projection or 
above. 
  

North Coast  
The nice warm weather at the end of last week and over the weekend was a welcome sight to aid both the vines and winemakers to call 
for the harvest of the remaining tons left in the North Coast. Tank space now appears to be the main obstacle for those remaining tons. 
The most prominent North Coast trend is that Chardonnay and Pinot Noir in Sonoma County has some record yields per acre from 
perfect weather for cluster sizing. There was an active market for the excess tons and we worked overtime helping to place a lot of it. 
Similar to the Interior, there was a home for almost all of the tons this year as opposed to 2005 or 2009. In the end, there were a few 
tons that could not find a home due to wineries needing to focus on harvesting other varieties. There is only so much tank space for so 
many grapes at any one time. There was early talk of good yields on Napa Valley Cabernet Sauvignon, but we have not been receiving 
calls from growers yet for overages. Yields in Lake County and Mendocino County seem to have gone according to projection since we 
did not receive many calls for overage to sell or calls from buyers looking for additional tons. 
As we look toward 2013, the market may start slower in the new year due to buyer fatigue from the last 18 months of intense activity, 
the effects of the size of the harvest and the continued increase in pricing. 
 
 

 

Global Update 
The harvest in Europe will be short again in 2012 due to various Mother Nature related effects. France is 
reporting their lightest harvest in decades. Specifically in the Languedoc, yields are down from various set 
related problems and in Bordeaux, 2012 was a very dry season. Italy's harvest will be smaller than 2011, 
which was the smallest in decades.   
  
Spain is in the midst of its third dry year in a row and yields are down some 30% across most of the 
country. Going into harvest, bulk inventories were at low levels. As a result of the harvest, some Spanish 
producers shopped in Chile for Dry Red to make up for the short crop. Italian Pinot Grigio asking prices 
will be increasing and supplies are likely to be very low. 

  
Currently, fewer liters of red wine are offered for sale on the bulk market in Australia than in many years. Chardonnay supply is also 
more in balance than in recent years and prices for both are remaining firm. It is too early to start discussing 2013, but there were good 
winter rains in Australia and early bud counts look promising. In Argentina and Chile, the markets are waking up from a quiet winter as 
spring has arrived and buyers from the Northern Hemisphere are becoming active. There are some excellent opportunities for good 
quality Malbec from Argentina and good quality Cabernet Sauvignon from Chile. 
 
 
 



  
Bulk Market Update 
The bulk market has continued throughout harvest, but moving a little slower as buyer's attention was diverted toward making sure they 
had enough tank space for grapes. We continued to negotiate deals every day for all varieties and appellations of wine. There is still 
strong demand, but more price sensitive than last year, for Coastal 2011 Pinot Noir and 2011 California appellation Cabernet 
Sauvignon. 
  
Due to the better 2012 crop, the bulk market opportunities will be more abundant, especially for Chardonnay from Sonoma County, 
Monterey County and Lodi. Buyers may also feel less of a sense of urgency to buy today since their inventories are in a better position 
than last year at this time. Be cautious with over analyzing the short-term trend of increased wine for sale and some slightly softer bulk 
wine prices, because inventories were still extremely low going into harvest. This year, we have negotiated fewer custom crush 
agreements for growers than in the past, also a sign pointing toward a different bulk market after 2005 or 2009. The long-term trend still 
points towards shortage due to growing wine sales and fairly flat bearing acres. 
  
In summary, the best bulk wine and grape brokerage strategy is to contact us early with your needs or items for sale. That way, we 
work together with you for Gold Medal success.  
 
 

Market Opportunities 



























 




























 








 


 


